
Midex has sold 11 million tokens this week.
The international financial platform Midex sold 11,000,000 tokens during the last three days and
continues the tokensale until the 15th of April.

HONG KONG, HONG KONG, April 6, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Midex causes several reasons for

During first months of Midex
tokensale, a launch of the
legal crypto exchange with a
reliable security system was
announced, which helped the
company to increase the
concernment in the project.”

CEO of Midex, Dmitry
Machikhin

such a dashing boom around its tokensale.

So, the first reason is launch really working licensed Midex
Exchange which was announced during the pre-sale.
Investors were able to check out the demo version of
exchange within the pre-sale. And now, everyone can test the
exchange to the fullest and take part in filling liquidity on the
Midex’s website. So, it is really a working project with a clear
structure of fees and roadmap.

The second case is the support of the company by investors
worldwide and different large companies, also venture funds
and great projects such as Bancor. Owing to the support of

world leaders, the information about the project in the media and different social networks is widely
spread. These actions led to the connection of great amount of major investors. Also, there was an
increase of subscriber activity in Midex official social networks. 

The third and most important reason is Midex’s technical support. Users can ask anything of their
interest about the work of our financial platform or any question about the cryptocurrency industry
through round-the-clock consultancy. And moreover, Midex support solves any emerging issues.

CEO of Midex, Dmitry Machikhin, explains the sharp demand for the company's tokens by the large
amount of work performed. “During first months of Midex tokensale, a launch of the legal crypto
exchange with a reliable security system was announced, which helped the company to increase the
concernment in the project among large institutional investors from different parts of the world. So,
this fact confirms that the creation of Midex financial platform is a prospective project with great
future”.  

Nowadays, token price has risen. People can buy 1 MDX for $1,2. And the price will rise depending
on the number of sold tokens. The tokensale will last until April 15th, 2018.

Midex Exchange is a platform for all types of operations with cryptocurrencies which is licensed in
Estonia. A powerful international team of lawyers, Swiss bankers, and well-known blockchain
enthusiasts are involved in the creation of Midex exchange. 

Visit us at http://ico.midex.com, which is now translated into 7 languages: English, Spanish,
Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Korean and Russian.
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